
PLANNING APPLICATION REPORT 

Case Officer:  Claire Boobier                  Parish:  South Milton  

Ward:  Salcombe and Thurlestone

Application No:  1099/21/FUL

Agent:
Mr Louis Dulling - Sutherland PLS Ltd
1st Floor
1 Stamford Fort Cottages
Stamford Road
Plymouth
PL9 9SQ

Applicant:
Mr & Mrs Jinks
Manor Cottage
South Milton
TQ7 3JQ

Site Address:  Land Adjacent to Manor Cottage, South Milton, TQ7 3JQ

Development:  New 3 bedroom detached dwelling (Resubmission of 2731/20/FUL)

Reason item is being put before Committee: 

Cllr Long has requested this case be referred to Committee for consideration and 
determination, give the support of the application by the Parish Council, and due to questions 
raised on the policy conflicts and interpretation with this application.



Cllr Pearce has requested this case be referred to Committee for consideration and 
determination, due to concerns with regard to a conflict between the Neighbourhood Plan 
policies and the Joint Local Plan. 

Recommendation: Refusal

Reasons for refusal:

1. The proposed development of a dwelling in a countryside location fails to follow the 
strategic approach in the Plymouth and South West Devon Joint Local Plan (SPT1, 
SPT2 and TTV1) and with no agricultural, forestry or occupational need for a dwelling 
to be located in this rural area, the proposal would be harmful to the special 
characteristics and role of the countryside and contrary to Policy TTV26 of the 
Plymouth and South West Devon Joint Local Plan and the NPPF 2021 paragraph 
80.

2. The location is not sustainable, has poor access to local services and amenities and 
would result in over reliance on the private motor car, meaning that the development 
of housing in this location would be contrary to the strategic principles of the 
Plymouth and South West Devon Joint Local Plan and specifically policies SPT1, 
SPT2 and TTV1 of the Plan as well as guidance in paragraph 8 of the NPPF 2021. 

3. The application site is located within the Undeveloped Coast Policy area where 
development is only permitted where it requires a coastal location. The proposal for 
residential development does not require a coastal location and therefore permitting 
the proposed development in this location would conflict with policy DEV24 of the 
Plymouth and South West Devon Joint Local Plan.

4. The proposed 3 bedroom detached dwelling does not provide a dwelling type that 
responds to local housing need, would not address the imbalance within the existing 
housing stock and therefore the proposal would conflict with policy DEV8 of the 
Plymouth and South West Devon Joint Local Plan and paragraph 78 of the NPPF 
2021.

5. Having regard to the design, siting and character of the proposed development and 
its visual prominence in this sensitive location, the proposed development would not 
enhance its setting, fails to conserve the landscape and scenic beauty of this part of 
the South Devon Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty and will fail to maintain the 
character and distinctive landscape of this area of Undeveloped Coast. As such the 
development is contrary to policies DEV23, DEV24 and DEV25 of the Plymouth and 
South West Devon Joint Local Plan, policy E & CM1: Landscape Policy of the South 
Milton Neighbourhood Plan 2019-34 and paragraphs 174 and 176 of the NPPF 2021.  
The proposal would also conflict with the South Devon Area of Outstanding Natural 
Beauty Management Plan 2019-2024.

6. No evidence has been provided to demonstrate how the proposed development 
would assist the Council in reducing carbon emissions from new development as 
required by policy DEV32 of the Plymouth and South West Devon Joint Local Plan. 

Key issues for consideration:



Principle of development, landscape impact, impact on heritage assets and consideration of 
whether the proposal addresses the concerns raised in the consideration of the earlier 
application. 

Site Description:

The site relates to a parcel of land adjacent to Manor Cottage, South Milton.

The site is located within the South Devon AONB and in part within the Undeveloped Coast.

The site itself is not located within a Conservation Area.  However, the site lies adjacent to the 
Conservation Area.

The impact of the proposals on the setting of the Grade I Listed Church of All Saints and Manor 
Cottage which is Grade II listed also require consideration.

Part of the site gained consent under 47/0416/01/CU for the change of use from agricultural 
land to residential garden as referred to in the supporting planning statement.

The Proposal:

Planning consent is sought for a new 3 bedroom detached dwelling.  The dwelling would 
provide two floors of accommodation and is designed as a dormer bungalow with the second 
floor provided in the roof space.  The material palette would consist of slate roof, rendered walls 
with some natural stone to the proposed chimney and to parts of the front and side elevations 
to break up these elevations.  A new formal access is proposed with parking and turning area 
to the rear of the property.

This application is submitted following a previous application for a new 3 bedroom detached 
dwelling (2731/20/FUL) being withdrawn.  Officers raised concerns during the consideration of 
this application with regard to the principle of residential development in this location and 
design and landscape impacts.  The current application is a resubmission, with some 
amendments to the design and the submission of a landscaping scheme.

Consultations:

 County Highways Authority Standing Advice

 South Milton Parish Council Support

Support representation received on 10 May 2021.

Further representation received on 09 August 2021 from the Parish Council expanding on 
their response as follows:

Further to the previous response of support to this application, South Milton Parish Council 
want to expand on their response by giving the reasons for support as discussed and 
approved at a parish council meeting:



The Parish Council reviewed this application solely with reference to South Milton 
Neighbourhood Plan (SMNP).

The key questions raised by this planning application are:
1. Is the proposed development considered to be “infill”?
2. Does the proposed development comply with the SMNP policies?
3. Does the proposed development impact (beneficially or adversely) on South Milton
“being an even better place in which to live and work” and on other matters set out in the
SMNP narrative?

Infill

The proposed development is a single dwelling between Goldings and the Willows. The
development is considered to be infill as:
- It occupies the space between two existing dwellings;
- It is a single dwelling and it matches other dwellings along this section of road; and
- It replaces a building that occupied the site until recently though it is has a larger
footprint.

It is noted that if the proposed development had not been classified as infill, it would not be
supported by the Parish Council.

SMNP Policies

Environment and Coastal Management
The proposed development is considered to be in compliance with specific requirements set 
out in the sub-clauses a) to e) of Policy E&CM1. The view through the proposed entrance 
gate is important as it lies on the well-trodden walk around the village. Though not expressly 
identified in the SMNP, it is vital that this viewpoint is retained. It is noted that the applicants 
altered their original planning application to remove a garage that would have interfered with 
this view.

The proposed development is considered to be in compliance with specific requirements set 
out in the sub-clauses a) to d) of Policy E&CM2. With reference to sub-clause E&CM2 c), it is 
noted that the proposed development is at the inland margin of the area defined as 
Undeveloped/Heritage Coast. As such, it is considered that the proposed development will 
not have any material impact on this area.

The proposed development will occupy an area that was partly taken up by a former building
with most of the remainder used as an access to Manor Cottage, as well as to productive
farmland to the south. The proposed development will not have any material impact on
productive farmland provided access is maintained through the development to the existing
gate. The proposed development is therefore considered to be in compliance with Policy
E&CM3.

The proposed development is not considered to have any material impact on biodiversity for
similar reasons and is therefore considered to be in compliance with Policy E&CM4.

Housing

The proposed development is considered to be infill and therefore Policies H1 to H3 are not
relevant.



According to the submitted plans and design statement the proposed development will be of 
a similar scale, height, material and layout as adjacent properties. Due to its location on the
inside of a bend in the road it will have limited visibility from passers-by. The Goldings 
screens the proposed development from both nearby listed buildings, the Church and Manor 
Cottage.

The proposed development is currently not visible from the conservation areas in summer but 
might just be visible in winter from part of Shute Lane. The proposed development is not 
visible from the viewpoints (Figure 6.2 of SMNP) nor from the Fernley and Greenway views. 

The proposed development is therefore considered to be in compliance with Policy H4 of the 
SMNP.

It is noted that the proposed dwelling will be lived in by the applicant and will not be a second
home.

Employment
The proposed development does not include any offices or workplace and therefore Policy
EMP1 of the SMNP does not apply.

SMNP Narrative

The proposed development does not compromise the vision or the objectives set out in the
SMNP. The adoption of an air source heat pump is in line with the SMNP’s support for
renewable energy installations. The proposed mitigation measures for potential drainage
impacts from the development are considered reasonable provided they are in place for the
construction phase as well.

Conclusion
The Parish Council endorsed this review and resolved to support this planning application.

 Archaeology

Recommend application should be supported by Written Scheme of Investigation or if not 
provided upfront this should be secured by condition.

 Trees No objection on arboricultural merit

 Landscape Officer In principle objection

Landscape comments received on 03 August 2021:

Notwithstanding my stated comments about the improvement to the design of the 
proposed dwelling and the competency of the proposed landscape to give benefit to the 
setting of the new property, I do have remaining reservations about the principle of a 
dwelling on the site. When one sees the site , it becomes evident as to why this piece of 
land is included in the Undeveloped Coast designation of the JLP. Rather than simply a 
potential infill gap in the settlement, as is suggested on plan, the location and undeveloped 
nature of the site is important in providing a visual and physical connection to the more 
rural and undeveloped landscape to the south of the village. Such a connection is 



disrupted elsewhere by the presence of existing built form and associated curtilage 
vegetation and garden boundary treatments etc., along the southern edge of the village.

The fact that there are dwellings to either side of the site, actually accentuates the 
absence of development on the site itself and emphasises its importance as a ‘gap’ in the 
settlement that would be lost if the proposed development, however improved from the 
previous submission, were to take place.

Though undoubtedly a betterment of the previous application submission, it is felt that the 
principle of development on the site, as submitted, would not accord in landscape and 
visual terms with DEV24 and the Undeveloped Coast designation. The current 
undeveloped character of the site would be entirely removed with the proposals in place, 
and the connection from the adjoining highway, and the therefore from the community and 
village, to the undeveloped countryside would be greatly and permanently diminished. As 
per the wording of policy DEV24, the ‘unspoilt character’ of the site would be lost. A new
dwelling on the site with its inevitable associated domestic noise and activity would reduce 
the
perceived level of tranquillity of the site and though the proposals introduce new trees and 
planting on the site these would be perceived as mitigating the proposals rather than 
providing true enhancements to the landscape of the Undeveloped Coast at this point; and 
which the policy identifies as a ‘unique landscape’.

My position as to having no objection to the proposed scheme has to be revised and I do 
have an ‘in principle’ objection to the proposed development as outlined above and based 
upon on the ability to accord with Policy DEV24 in landscape and visual terms.

Original landscape comments received:

The application site and its environs are entirely within the South Devon AONB and the 
Heritage Coast designation. The southern and eastern part of the site appears to be within 
the Undeveloped Coast designation.

The application site is located within the 4D Coastal Slopes and Combes landscape 
character type (LCT). The key characteristics and attributes of the LCT include a valley 
landscape, scrubby vegetation, small to medium scale irregular shaped fields, earth banks 
and tall hedges, and stone boundary walls and gateposts. Post and wire fences are noted 
as force for change and their replacement with new hedges is encouraged.

The LCT notes that the local traditional vernacular includes the use of local stone, 
whitewash, slate or thatched roofs.

It is considered that the application presents a typical small scale field and contains some 
characteristic features such as a stone gatepost. The site currently forms a noticeable gap 
in the existing street frontage and affords some views of the wider countryside to the 
south. Aerial imagery suggests that the site contains some existing tree/shrub vegetation. 
Post and wire fencing currently defines much of the
site boundary.

The proposed dwelling is located in part of the site which would still in theory allow views 
across the site to the higher ground to the south. A building on the site, of the scale 
proposed, would have only a limited effect on the shape and complexity of the existing 
settlement pattern.



In character terms, the proposals, although modern in design, do appear to reference the 
traditional local style and vernacular as advocated in the AONB Management Plan 
guidelines. The proposals appear to feature a slate roof, render and the use of natural 
stone, which is fully supported. The proposals also retain the existing stone gatepost which 
is a feature of the site and which adds to the streetscape.

The proposals are supported by a competent and considered landscape scheme. The 
inclusion of a native species hedge to define much of the site boundary is a positive aspect 
of the development. Once established the new hedgerow will contribute to the character of 
the site and the wider landscape and will be perceived as an enhancement. The hedgerow 
will also be functional and will help to screen the curtilage of the proposed house in views 
from the AONB to the south and west.

Similarly, the inclusion of fruit trees within the proposed planting palette would contribute to 
the character of the area. The suggested tree species also include several non-native 
species and cultivars, but it is considered that these in the context of the rear garden of the 
proposed property would not be detractors.

Recommendation: No objection

 Drainage No objection

Representations:

Two representations have been received from the same respondent with photos attached 
which raise the following concerns:

 Concern with regard to right of way being suggested in application submission and land 
ownership;

 The change of use granted in 2001 which the applicants are seeking to justify the 
application does not extend to the majority of the land upon which it is proposed to build 
the house nor does it extend to much of the land proposed to be garden;

 There was no need to demolish the existing barn on site;
 The applicants have not been granted permission to use the field gate, with its limited 

visibility as residential access to the proposed dwelling.

Relevant Planning History

2731/20/FUL New 3 bedroom detached dwelling.  Withdrawn

47/0416/01/CU Brookside, South Milton, Kingsbridge Change of use from agricultural land to 
residential garden. Approved 2001

ANALYSIS

Principle of Development/Sustainability:

The principle of this development falls to be considered against the housing strategy and 
detailed policies in the Joint Local Plan (JLP) for Plymouth and South West Devon. The 



relevant strategic policies are: SPT1, which encourages sustainable development, SPT2, 
which indicates how sustainable development should be delivered in the JLP Plan area. In 
addition TTV1 is relevant as it deals with housing in the Thriving Towns and Villages Policy 
Area, within which the application site is located. 

In relation to SPT1 it promotes sustainable development, and sets out the environmental 
economic and social aspects of sustainable development. This strategic policy underpins the 
other policies in the Plan which supports sustainable development across the Plan area. 

SPT2 ensures that sustainable development is delivered in the Plan Area and in this case, the 
proposal fails to meet some of the criteria which are contained within the policy. Criteria 1 is 
concerned with access to community facilities, such as shops, health services, daily needs. 
The site is not well placed for accessing services by walking and would be reliant on a car.  
Therefore the proposal site would not be classed as a sustainable location for the purposes of 
this policy.

Policy TTV1 of the JLP sets out the Council’s development strategy across the Thriving Towns 
and Villages Policy Area. The policy describes how the settlement hierarchy of (1) Main Towns, 
(2) Smaller Towns and Key Villages, (3) Sustainable Villages and (4) Smaller Villages, Hamlets 
and the Countryside will be used to inform whether a development proposal can be considered 
sustainable or not.
 
Paragraphs 5.8-5.10 of the supporting text to Policy TTV1 of the JLP identify the ‘Main Towns’, 
‘Smaller Towns and Key Villages’ and ‘Sustainable Villages’ within the Thriving Towns and 
Villages Policy Area. However, ‘Smaller Villages’ and ‘Hamlets’ are not identified as part of the 
Policy TTV1.

Paragraphs 5.8-5.10 of the supporting text to Policy TTV1 of the JLP identify the ‘Main Towns’, 
‘Smaller Towns and Key Villages’ and ‘Sustainable Villages’ within the Thriving Towns and 
Villages Policy Area. However, ‘Smaller Villages’ and ‘Hamlets’ are not identified as part of the 
Policy TTV1.
 
Paragraph 5.5 of the JLP explains that policy TTV26 - Development in the Countryside will be 
applied 'outside built up areas'.  

South Milton is not identified in the Joint Local Plan as a main town, smaller town or key village 
or a sustainable village and would therefore fall into the last category, Tier 4, in the sustainable 
hierarchy set out in policy TTV1 of smaller villages, hamlets and countryside for the purpose 
of TTV1 which requires development to accord with policy TTV26 which considers 
development in the countryside.  

Policy TTV26 of the JLP relates to development in the countryside.  The aim of the policy, as 
articulated in the first line, is to protect the role and character of the countryside.  The policy is 
divided into two different sets of policy requirement, and only part 1 applies to development 
proposals considered to be in isolated locations.  The second part of the policy is applied to all 
development proposals that are considered to be in countryside location.
  
Paragraph 5.169 of the JLP provides reasoned justification for TTV26 in general, and explains 
how the policy works in conjunction with TTV1 and the settlement hierarchy, in particular 'the 
delivery of new homes that are distant from existing services and amenities do not represent a 
sustainable solution to the need for new homes in rural areas.' This accords with the wider 
spatial strategy for meeting housing and employment needs in the TTV policy area, which 



seeks to direct the vast majority of development towards the named sustainable settlements 
identified in paragraphs 5.8 - 5.10 of the JLP.  
 
Whilst, the site would not be considered isolated for the purposes of part 1 of this policy, part 
2 of the policy requires that any development in the countryside must be justified on the basis 
of an agricultural, forestry or other occupational need, or re-use traditional buildings that are 
structurally sound. 

The proposal would not be re-using a traditional building which would be considered a heritage 
asset and have merit in its retention and it does not meet any of the other criteria. The proposal 
therefore does not meet Policy TTV26 or the requirements of para 80 of the NPPF which 
likewise would only support housing in rural areas in exceptional circumstances where it 
responds to needs of an essential rural worker. 

The proposal would therefore conflict with the Council’s spatial development strategy for 
residential development by forming a new dwelling in an unsustainable location that is divorced 
from the nearest settlement and if allowed would undermine the spatial strategy set out within 
the Plymouth and South West Devon Joint Local Plan. 

The location is not sustainable, has poor access to local services and amenities and would 
result in over reliance on the private motor car. No agricultural, forestry or occupational need 
for a dwelling to be located in this rural area has been provided, and the proposal does not re-
use a traditional building. 

The proposal in principle would therefore be harmful to the special characteristics and role of 
the countryside contrary to policies SPT1, SPT2, TTV1 and TTV26 of the Plymouth and South 
West Devon Joint Local Plan.

Furthermore, the site falls within the Undeveloped Coast policy area.  Joint Local Plan policy 
DEV24 which relates to the Undeveloped Coast Policy Area sets out as follows:

‘Development which would have a detrimental effect on the undeveloped and unspoilt 
character, appearance or tranquility of the Undeveloped Coast, estuaries, and the Heritage 
Coast will not be permitted except under exceptional circumstances. Development will only 
be permitted in the Undeveloped Coast where the development:
1. Can demonstrate that it requires a coastal location.
2. It cannot reasonably be located outside the Undeveloped Coast.
3. Protects, maintains and enhances the unique landscape and seascape character and 
special qualities of the area.
4. Is consistent with policy statements for the local policy unit in the current Shoreline 
Management Plan.
5. Is consistent with the relevant Heritage Coast objectives, as contained within the relevant 
AONB Management Plan.
Development for the purposes of agriculture, forestry, public access and enjoyment of the 
coast and estuaries, or community facilities that meet the objectively assessed needs of the 
local community, will be supported if it meets the above tests.’

Given that the proposed development of a residential dwelling would not require a coastal 
location it would fail to meet the limited exceptions for accepting development in the 



Undeveloped Coast Policy Area.    Whilst it is recognised that in the supporting statement a 
previous application at the site for use of part of the site as garden land is cited this only relates 
to part of the site and does not provide justification for supporting a residential dwelling in the 
Undeveloped Coast.   The proposal would fail to meet DEV24.1 in that it could not be 
demonstrated that it requires a coastal location and the proposal would also fail to meet 
DEV24.2 in that officers note that there are other suitable sites within the Parish that do not fall 
within the Undeveloped Coast, such as the land allocated for housing in policy H1 of the South 
Milton Neighbourhood Plan.  Furthermore, looking at the Council District as a whole, there will 
be other suitable sites for housing which are not within the Undeveloped Coast that could make 
provision for the one dwelling sought in this application.  There would therefore be an in 
principle objection to residential development on the application site due to its conflict with 
DEV24 of the Joint Local Plan.

The Neighbourhood Plan housing allocation (policy H1) allocates a site for housing 
development to respond to local need.  This, combined, with the Council being able to 
demonstrate the required 5 year housing land supply, confirm that the Council’s housing need 
can be met outside the Undeveloped Coast including the settlements specifically identified 
within the higher tiers of the Joint Local Plan settlement hierarchy which are suitable for 
supporting growth.  There is therefore no need to accept development within the Undeveloped 
Coast.

Furthermore, the proposal, as submitted, does not provide a dwelling type that responds to 
local housing need or is a form of development which is supported by local housing evidence.  
ONS data shows that for South Milton whilst there is an under provision of 3 bedroom 
properties, there is not an under provision of detached properties in South Milton. Therefore, 
by supporting the proposed application this would not address the imbalance within the existing 
housing stock.  The proposal would also conflict with policy DEV8 of the Joint Local Plan which 
seeks to ensure that new development addressing existing housing mix imbalances within the 
District and would also conflict with SPT2(4) which also seeks to create a balance of housing 
types and tenures to meet identified housing need.

Overall, for the reasons given above, there would be an in principle objection to residential 
development in this location.

It is noted in the supporting planning statement submitted with this application that to meet the 
requirements of the Neighbourhood Plan, the applicant has advised they would accept the 
principle occupancy condition required by the Neighbourhood Plan as set out in para 7.30.  
However, this would not overcome the in principle policy objections in the Joint Local Plan and 
NPPF to residential development on this site as set out above.

Design/Landscape:

The site is located in part in the Undeveloped Coast and is entirely within the South Devon 
AONB.

Policies DEV23, DEV24 and DEV25 require that development conserves and enhances the 
natural beauty of the protected landscape with particular reference to their special qualities, 
distinctive characteristics and valued attributes of the area. DEV 24 protects against 
development that would have a “…detrimental effect on the undeveloped and unspoilt 
character, appearance or tranquillity of the Undeveloped Coast”, and DEV 25 protects against 
harm to the South Devon AONB.



The design has been revised in this application compared to that considered in the previous 
application and the Council’s Landscape Officer has confirmed that in considering the design 
of the dwelling and proposed landscape scheme in isolation to its setting the design changes 
made and provision of a landscape scheme compared to the withdrawn application is an 
improvement with the submission of a competent and considered landscape scheme that could 
be secured by condition if minded to approve and the reference in the design to the traditional 
local style and vernacular through the use of slate roof, render and the use of natural stone as 
advocated in the AONB Management Plan guidelines and required by the design criteria for 
new housing set out in policy H4: General Housing Policy of the South Milton Neighbourhood 
Plan.

Whilst, it is recognised from the Parish Council comments received that they in their 
deliberations of this application have concluded that the application is infill.  

Officers would not concur with this conclusion. When one sees the site, it becomes evident as 
to why this piece of land is included in the Undeveloped Coast designation of the Joint Local 
Plan.  Rather than simply a potential infill gap in the settlement, as is suggested when one 
looks at the site in plan form, the location and undeveloped nature of the site is important in 
providing a visual and physical connection to the more rural and undeveloped landscape to the 
south of the village.  

Such a connection is disrupted elsewhere by the presence of existing built form and associated 
curtilage vegetation and garden boundary treatments along the southern edge of the village.  
However, this visual and physical connection is still present at the application site and the 
proposal to introduce built form into the undeveloped site would disrupt this.  

The fact that there are dwellings either side of the site, actually accentuates the absence of 
development on the site itself and emphasises its importance as a ‘gap’ in the settlement that 
would be lost if the proposed development were to take place.

Though, the proposal is a betterment of the previous application submission, it is felt that the 
principle of development of the site, as submitted would still not accord in landscape and visual 
terms with policy DEV24 of the Joint Local Plan which seeks to protect, maintain and enhance 
the unique landscape and seascape character and special qualities of the area which would 
be eroded if this development were to be allowed. 

The current undeveloped character of the site would be entirely removed with the proposals in 
place, and the connection from the adjoining highway and associated hard surfaced parking 
and turning area and therefore the view for the community and village, to the undeveloped 
countryside would be greatly and permanently diminished.  The ‘unspoilt character’ which 
policy DEV24 of the Joint Local Plan seeks to protect would be lost.

Furthermore, a new dwelling on the site with its inevitable associated domestic noise and 
activity would reduce the perceived level of tranquillity of the site and although the proposals 
introduce new trees and planting on the site these are only being proposed as mitigating 
measures for the proposals rather than providing true enhancements to the landscape of the 
Undeveloped Coast.  

The proposal would therefore be contrary to policy DEV24 of the Joint Local Plan and also the 
NPPF which seeks to maintain the character of the Undeveloped Coast.



As the site is also within the South Devon AONB, policy DEV25 of the Joint Local Plan further 
requires development proposals to:

• Be designed to prevent the addition of incongruous features, and where appropriate take the 
opportunity to remove or ameliorate existing incongruous features.
• Be located and designed to respect scenic quality and maintain an area’s distinctive sense of 
place, or reinforce local distinctiveness.
• Be designed to prevent impacts of light pollution from artificial light on intrinsically dark 
landscapes and nature conservation interests.
• Be located and designed to prevent the erosion of relative tranquillity.

The NPPF, in relation to AONBs, requires great weight to be given to conserving landscape 
and scenic beauty

The introduction of built form in this location would not respect the scenic quality of the area 
nor would it prevent the erosion of the tranquillity enjoyed as a result of the undeveloped 
character of the site.  The proposed introduction of built form and associated residential 
paraphernalia would fail to conserve or enhance the special qualities of the South Devon 
AONB.  The presence of the dwelling, formalisation of the access through the use of a 
grasscrete service, parking and turning area and ‘curtilage’ would result in a clear change to 
residential character, and the domestification of an agricultural landscape.

Although removal of permitted development rights for certain domestic buildings could limit
residential paraphernalia, there is only so much that planning can do in terms of controlling
domestication of the landscape once its use is changed to residential. Given the site’s location 
within the AONB and Undeveloped Coast, in a location visible at close proximity from well used 
routes as highlighted in the Parish Council comments, the domestication of this landscape 
would result in harm to the character and natural beauty of the protected landscape of this area

There would therefore be an in principle landscape objection to the proposed residential 
development on this site.  For the reasons set out above, the proposal would not conserve and 
enhance the natural beauty of the protected landscapes it falls within and the proposal would 
therefore be contrary to policy DEV23, DEV24 and DEV25 of the Joint Local Plan. 

Neighbourhood Plan compliance:

The Parish Council in their further comments on this application looking specifically at the 
policies of the Neighbourhood Plan advise that they don’t consider the proposal would conflict 
with policies E & CM1 and E & CM2 nor have any material impact on policy E & CM4.

Whilst, Officers would concur with the Parish Council in relation to policy E & CM1 that the 
proposal does not conflict with the specific requirements set out in the criteria of this policy (a) 
– (e ), officers do consider that the development does not perform well against the overarching 
text of this policy which states like policy DEV25 of the Joint Local Plan in relation to AONB 
development that ‘development proposals should seek to conserve and enhance the special 
qualities of the South Devon AONB’.  

For the reasons given in the design/landscape section of this report officers do not consider 
that the proposal would conserve and enhance the special qualities of the South Devon AONB 
and would therefore fail against the overarching text of policy E & CM1 of the South Milton 
Neighbourhood Plan in addition to failing against policy DEV25 of the Joint Local Plan.



Having referred to E & CM2 of the South Milton Neighbourhood Plan, Officers concur with the 
views as set out in the Parish Council comments that the proposal would not conflict with the 
specific requirements of this policy nor would it have a material impact on policy E & CM4 
Biodiversity Policy of the Neighbourhood Plan subject to landscaping being secured by 
condition if minded to approve in the interest of biodiversity enhancement.

The Parish Council comments advise that they consider policy H1 and H3 are not relevant to 
the consideration of this application.  Officers, would concur that H3 which relates to land to 
the rear of the village hall for play space provision is not relevant.  However, whilst the 
application site is not at the site allocated for housing in policy H1 officers do consider that the 
fact there is a housing allocation within the Neighbourhood Plan to meet the housing needs of 
the Neighbourhood Plan area is relevant to the determination of this application for the reasons 
given in the principle of development section of this report.

Overall, it is considered that the proposal fails to accord with policy E & CM1 of the 
Neighbourhood Plan.  Furthermore, the fact there is an alternative site allocated for housing in 
the Neighbourhood Plan for the Parish which has been deemed to be a suitable and 
appropriate site to bring housing forward in the Parish to meet local housing need, is a material 
consideration in the determination of this application. 

Impact on Heritage Assets:

The site lies adjacent to the Conservation Area and therefore consideration needs to be given 
to the impact on the setting of this.

The impact of the proposals on the setting of the Grade I Listed Church of All Saints and Grade 
II listed Manor Cottage also require consideration.

Having considered the proposal in relation to the setting of these listed buildings and the 
adjacent Conservation Area, Officers conclude that the proposed development would not result 
in harm. 

The proposal would not conflict with DEV21 of the Joint Local Plan.

Neighbour Amenity:

Given the orientation of the proposed dwelling and its relationship to the nearest neighbours to 
the North West, it is not considered it would raise residential amenity concerns in terms of 
being overbearing, resulting in loss of light or resulting in an unacceptable level of 
overlooking/loss of privacy.  The proposal is therefore not considered to conflict with policy 
DEV1 and DEV2 of the Joint Local Plan.

Highways/Access:

The parking and turning areas proposed would provide adequate space to meet the parking 
space requirements as set out in the SPD to meet the requirements of policy DEV29 of the 
Joint Local Plan.  Whilst the access proposed would have limited visibility, this is not dissimilar 
to other accesses in the area and without an objection having been received from Devon 
County Council Highways, it is not considered that for a single dwelling the Local Planning 
Authority would have cause to argue that the development should be refused on highway safety 
grounds on the grounds of unacceptable impact on highway safety, or the residual cumulative 



impacts on the road network would be severe, the requirement threshold to be met to refuse a 
development on highway grounds as set out in paragraph 111 of the NPPF.

Archaeology Considerations:

The proposed development lies within the historic core of South Milton and adjacent to Manor 
Cottage,  a 16th century dwelling, and, as such and as mentioned in the submitted Heritage 
Statement, there is potential for groundworks associated with the construction of the proposed 
development to expose archaeological and artefactual deposits associated with the early 
historic settlement here. The impact of development upon this should be mitigated by a 
programme of archaeological work that should investigate, record and analyse the 
archaeological evidence that will otherwise be destroyed by the proposed development.

The Historic Environment Team at Devon County Council recommends that this application 
should be supported by the submission of a Written Scheme of Investigation (WSI) setting out 
a programme of archaeological work to be undertaken in mitigation for the loss of heritage 
assets with archaeological interest.

As the proposed development is considered to be unacceptable for other reasons, the Written 
Scheme of Investigation has not been requested upfront, however if minded to approve it is 
recommended this be secured by means of a pre-commencement condition being applied to 
any approval decision.

Flood Risk and Drainage:

The site is not in a high risk flood zone (flood zone 2 or 3) and therefore in flood control terms 
it is an acceptable site for residential development.

Full drainage details have been provided with the application to demonstrate that a workable 
drainage scheme can be accommodated on site; the Council’s Drainage Specialist has 
confirmed this is acceptable. Therefore, if permission is granted, a condition can be applied to 
ensure the drainage scheme is installed in strict accordance with the approved plans and 
maintained and retained for the life of the development. 

DEV32 Compliance:

No evidence has been provided to demonstrate how the proposed development would assist 
the Council in reducing carbon emissions from new development as required by policy DEV32 
of the Plymouth and South West Devon Joint Local Plan.  

Other Matters:

The representations received have raised land ownership queries; The applicant has signed 
certificate A to advise that they own the land the subject of this application and whilst officers 
have queried this as a result of the representations received to ensure the applicant is satisfied 
that they own all the land the subject of the application; the Council has to take the certificate 
signed at face value and land ownership and rights of way are civil legal matters which would 
not preclude the determination of this application.

Conclusion:



The submitted application has not addressed the concerns raised in the consideration of the 
previous application.  The principle of the development is at odds with the current Development 
Plan and therefore the application is recommended for refusal. 

This application has been considered in accordance with Section 38 of the Planning & 
Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 and Section 66 and 72 of the Planning (Listed Building 
and Conservation Areas) Act 1990.

Planning Policy

Relevant policy framework
Section 70 of the 1990 Town and Country Planning Act requires that regard be had to the 
development plan, any local finance and any other material considerations. Section 38(6) of 
the 2004 Planning and Compensation Act requires that applications are to be determined in 
accordance with the development plan unless material considerations indicate otherwise.  For 
the purposes of decision making, as of March 26th 2019, the Plymouth & South West Devon 
Joint Local Plan 2014 - 2034 is now part of the development plan for Plymouth City Council, 
South Hams District Council and West Devon Borough Council (other than parts of South Hams 
and West Devon within Dartmoor National Park).

On 26 March 2019 of the Plymouth & South West Devon Joint Local Plan was adopted by all 
three of the component authorities. Following adoption, the three authorities jointly notified the 
Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government (MHCLG) of their choice to monitor 
at the whole plan level. This is for the purposes of the Housing Delivery Test (HDT) and the 5 
Year Housing Land Supply assessment.  A letter from MHCLG to the Authorities was received 
on 13 May 2019. This confirmed the Plymouth, South Hams and West Devon’s revised joint 
Housing Delivery Test Measurement as 163% and that the consequences are “None”.  It 
confirmed that the revised HDT measurement will take effect upon receipt of the letter, as will 
any consequences that will apply as a result of the measurement. It also confirmed that that 
the letter supersedes the HDT measurements for each of the 3 local authority areas (Plymouth 
City, South Hams District and West Devon Borough) which Government published on 19 
February 2019. On 13th February 2020 MHCLG published the HDT 2019 measurement.  This 
confirmed the Plymouth. South Hams and West Devon’s joint HDT measurement as 139% and 
the consequences are “None”.

Therefore a 5% buffer is applied for the purposes of calculating a 5 year land supply at a whole 
plan level. When applying the 5% buffer, the combined authorities can demonstrate a 5-year 
land supply of 6.1 years at end March 2020 (the 2020 Monitoring Point). This is set out in the 
Plymouth, South Hams & West Devon Local Planning Authorities’ Housing Position Statement 
2020 (published   22nd December 2020).

The relevant development plan policies are set out below:

The Plymouth & South West Devon Joint Local Plan was adopted by South Hams 
District Council on March 21st 2019 and West Devon Borough Council on March 26th 
2019.

SPT1 Delivering sustainable development
SPT2 Sustainable linked neighbourhoods and sustainable rural communities
SPT3 Provision for new homes
SPT12 Strategic approach to the natural environment



TTV1 Prioritising growth through a hierarchy of sustainable settlements
TTV2 Delivering sustainable development in the Thriving Towns and Villages Policy Area
TTV26 Development in the Countryside
TTV27 Meeting local housing needs in rural areas
DEV1 Protecting health and amenity
DEV2 Air, water, soil, noise, land and light
DEV8 Meeting local housing need in the Thriving Towns and Villages Policy Area
DEV10 Delivering high quality housing
DEV15 Supporting the rural economy
DEV20 Place shaping and the quality of the built environment
DEV21 Development affecting the historic environment
DEV23 Landscape character
DEV24 Undeveloped coast and Heritage Coast
DEV25 Nationally protected landscapes
DEV26 Protecting and enhancing biodiversity and geological conservation
DEV28 Trees, woodlands and hedgerows
DEV29 Specific provisions relating to transport
DEV32 Delivering low carbon development
DEV33 Renewable and low carbon energy (including heat)
DEV35 Managing flood risk and Water Quality Impacts 

South Milton Neighbourhood Plan 2019-34

E & CM1: Landscape Policy
E & CM2: Coastal Environment Policy
E & CM4: Biodiversity Policy
H1: Land allocation policy for housing
H4: General Housing Policy

Other material considerations include the policies of the National Planning Policy Framework 
(NPPF) and guidance in Planning Practice Guidance (PPG). Additionally, the following 
planning documents are also material considerations in the determination of the application: 

The Plymouth and South West Devon Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) July 
2020 was adopted by Plymouth City Council on 22 June 2020, West Devon Borough 
Council on 9 June 2020 and South Hams District Council on 16 July 2020.

South Devon Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty Management Plan 2019 - 2024

Considerations under Human Rights Act 1998 and Equalities Act 2010
The provisions of the Human Rights Act 1998 and Equalities Act 2010 have been taken into 
account in reaching the recommendation contained in this report.


